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Why do clients always ask to buy stocks 

after…..?? 

 

Sometimes the best way to make money is when most 

people say you are wrong and nuts. It’s not easy to do, but 

it’s like in the Rudyard Kipling poem: ‘’If you can keep 

your head when all about you are losing theirs.’’ 

You need to do a lot of work to be a contrarian and you 

need to have the (emotional) strength – you can’t just be a 

contrarian to be contrarian. 

Carl Icahn 

Activist Investor 

Forbes Magazine – Sept 2017 

 

Why do clients always ask to add to their equity positions after the markets have 

risen 2,000 points? Why chase the merchandise after it has been market up by 25%. 

Is it more fun (profitable) to chase a fast rising market, rather than catch a ‘’falling 

knife’’? Why do investors load up on steak when it’s discounted by 20% at the local 

supermarket, but hold off, delay, or outright refuse to make stock purchases in a 

correcting market. Few called the last time the market was down over 2,000 points. 

Do investors have natural tendencies to masochistic behaviour? 
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Perhaps, the root behind this behaviour results from the idea that most shoppers 

have a good basic grasp of the historical market value of a pound of filet mignon, 

or a Lexus RX 350 SUV. So, when the dealer-manager announces over the speaker, 

“all new Lexus RX 350’s are being liquidated at $35,000 dollars” – car shoppers 

don’t rush to the dealership exits screaming “get me out of here”. Instead, saner 

heads prevail. 

With equities, investor behaviour is much more irrational. Should TD bank shares 

fall from $70.00, down to $52.00 dollars, most investors are not emotionally 

equipped to think in terms of what’s the approximate “intrinsic value” of TD bank 

shares. Here, an investor needs the analytical skills to calculate whether TD shares 

are indeed trading well below its “intrinsic value”. One also needs the skill set to 

avoid the next “Dodo Bird” industry. Think technological disruption - Blockbuster, 

Blackberry, Kodak, Nortel …you get the idea. 

Yes, stock picking and investing are not quite as simple as buying a consumer 

product, or a pound of hamburger meat.  

Over the past month, five major U.S. stock index’s have simultaneously reached 

record highs. These include the: 1) Dow Jones Index- blue chips  2) S&P 500 – big 

caps  3) Russel 2,000 – small caps  4) Nasdaq 100 – QQQ – tech stocks  5) Dow Jones 

Transport Index – trains/planes/trucks. 

From a “technical analysis” point of view – this is very positive. Today, we are 

experiencing a broad rally based on five separate stock indices’. Conversely, a 

negative market environment would occur if only one or two indexes were making 

new highs, or if only a few large stocks within an index were dragging the entire 

index up. 

On the other side of the coin, thirty years of experience in the stock market trenches 

have taught us, when the market pendulum swings too far to one extreme, (ie: more 

than one year without a minimum 5% U.S. market correction) it will eventually, 

without warning, swing to the opposite extreme (the laws of stock market physics). 

This past year’s absence of any significant volatility in the markets, is actually not a 

positive. 
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An unexpected 5% - 15% correction will arrive one day – that’s just the nature of 

the beast. You can choose your own correction catalyst – Trump, NAFTA, rising 

rates, etc…The choice is yours. 

 

 

Ben Horwood 

Fund Manager 

Value Contrarian Equity Fund 

October 19, 2017 

 

Next purchase date Value Contrarian Equity Fund: October 27, 2017 

(call today: 514-398-0808) 

 

*****Feel free to forward Ben’s Market Briefs to your friends & clients. 

 

Your comments are always welcome via e-mail benh@valuecontrarian.com, 

phone (514) 398-0808 or LinkedIn.  

Please note: The timing of Ben’s market comments will only be sent when 

something of value should be shared.  

mailto:benh@valuecontrarian.com

